Abstract: This paper presents a dimming technique for light emitting diode (LED), which improves the resolution of luminous intensity, luminous efficiency and extends the life of device. The presented method quantifies corresponding variation from light sensor into binary representation by a pulse width modulator (PWM) and multilevel generator. After that, a digital filter is further used to perform interpolation on converted binary codes enhancing the length of signal. Through controlling the binary-weighted current regulation, the presented method provides 8-bit resolution on adjusting luminous intensity. Keywords: LED, dimming, PWM, multilevel Classification: Integrated circuits
Introduction
Along with advance of fabrication techniques, LED was applied to many applications of lighting and consuming electronics, especially for indoor environment lighting, home theater system and automotive lighting. Although LED lighting has exhilarating advantages on substituting conventional lighting, the supplying, driving and dimming techniques still restrict to its development.
For this reason, in addition to supplying and driving techniques, a well dimming technique enhances the luminous efficiency and extends the life of LED as well. According to the prior works, dimming technique can be categorized into linear dimming and PWM dimming techniques. Even though the implement structure of linear dimming is simple, the supplying capability of power transistors and their driving circuit should be carefully decided [1, 2] . In addition, offset effect of driving circuit brings about variation on bias voltage of LED which leads in hue shift. The PWM dimming techniques provide precise adjustment of illumination than linear dimming [3, 4, 5] . However, to retain stable illumination, the duty ratio of PWM signal should be held to be greater than certain limitation. The faster switching between maximum and minimum control voltage of power transistors will increase dynamic power loss as well as reduce the life of LED device. Moreover, data converter is often used in feedback control of dimming circuit to increase the accuracy of illumination adjustment increasing the overhead of implement.
We therefore attempt to develop an efficient dimming technique. Without using data converters, the two-level PWM control signal is converted into 8-bit control signal through utilizing multilevel generator and digital filter. By controlling the binary-weighted current supply, the developed method avoids violent current switching and benefits to luminous efficiency and life of LED device. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of proposed method composed of a dimming circuit and binary-weighted current regulation. The variation from light sensor is modulated as PWM signal and fed into dimming circuit. The proposed dimming circuit consists of multilevel generator and digital filter. The multilevel generator converts the two level PWM signal into 4 bits binary signal and the followed digital filter further performs the interpolation that expands original 4 bits binary signal into 8 bits. After that, the binary-weighted current regulation is used to provide 8 bits resolution for LED dimming control.
The proposed dimming technique
The most important component of proposed method is the multilevel generator as shown in Fig. 2 . It consists of an adder and delay cell which is a chain of flip-flops with each one provides a propagation delay ΔT . The modulated signal pwm(t) with period T S , amplitude A, and pulse width t n is fed into delay cell. Consequently, the modulated signal is propagated to be pwm(t − kΔT ). If the number of flip-flops is M and its propagation delay is ΔT = T S /M , then the delayed modulated signal will be pwm(t − kT S /M ).
That is, the time slot of one period T S is divided into M time slots and the modulated signal is arranged in each time slot. After that, the adder integrates the value of signal in each time slot resulting in a summation:
Because the value of multi(t) varies with delayed modulated signals immediately, to observe its trend, this value should be described via a macro point of view. An intuitive expression is taking average value within one period as:
where D is duty ratio of PWM signal. According to Eq. (1) and (2), the average output value of multilevel generator is proportional to the duty ratio of PWM signal and it linearly represents the magnitude of original un-modulated signal as well. In other words, it is a simple and effective multilevel signal generator that expresses multilevel signal by all digital binary codes. To further extend the binary codes generated by the multilevel generator, a digital filter is used to perform interpolation. The required filter can be first order or second order depending to request of LED dimming. As shown in Fig. 3 , if the response time of LED dimming between maximum and minimum illumination is t r , the multilevel generator generates M levels and the required sample rate of PWM is T S = t r /M . For n levels interpolation, the sample rate of digital filter should be t p = T S /n. In general, to obtain smooth waveform, the filter should have 10 times bandwidth than processed signal. The transfer function of filter hence can be expressed as Eq. (3):
In discrete domain, by substituting s = (z − 1)/t p , the transfer function of filter can be rewritten as Eq. (4):
For example, if the response time of LED dimming between maximum and minimum illumination is 30 ms, 12 and 15 levels are generated by multilevel generator and interpolation respectively, the required digital filter is first order and its transfer function is as Eq. (5): However, a multiplier is required in this transfer function increasing overhead of implement. We therefore simplify the implemented transfer function of filter as Eq. (6):
where i ∈ integer. In this case, i = 4, which denotes the required multiplication can be implemented by a simple right shift register. The expanded signals generated by digital filter are then used to control binary-weighted current regulation as shown in Fig. 1 .
Experiment results
To demonstrate the practicability, we implemented proposed method in Fig. 1 . We used Agilent 81110A to modulate ramp and sinusoidal control signal into PWM signal. With the design example mentioned in previous section, the multilevel generator and digital filter were implemented in FPAG and binary-weighted current regulation was composed of 8 power transistors mounted on PCB as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . For the case of ramp signal, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) , the measured current on LED with respect to duty ratio of PWM signal demonstrates very linear change that reaches 8 bits resolution as PWM dimming can be. For the case of 8 Hz sinusoidal signal, as shown in Fig. 4 (c) , the result also demonstrates very good resolution. In addition, we also implement a conventional linear dimming system and Fig. 5 (a) shows its schematic diagram composed of a current regulator and driving buffer. With ramp control signal, Fig. 5 (b) shows the LED current that its linearity is not as good obviously. We further compared the LED current between actual and ideal linear dimming system and show the difference in Fig. 6 . The error current reaches at least 0.2% and even more than 7%. This is because the driving buffer for current regulator of linear dimming system has offset effect depending on its operation status. The yielding inaccurate LED current will result in inadequate illuminant intensity and make the color confused that leads to hue shift if it is used in a real RGB-LED application. We compared the LED current between proposed and ideal PWM dimming system as well and show the difference in Fig. 6 . The current error slightly varies around 0.01% which shows very good accuracy; indeed, the proposed method will benefit on reducing hue shift effect of LED dimming system. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the dimming technique for LED. By utilizing proposed multilevel generator and digital filter, the PWM control signal is converted to binary codes to control binary-weighted current regulation. The proposed method provides almost continuous adjustment for luminous intensity as linear dimming technique and not has hue shift effect. Compared to conventional PWM dimming technique, the proposed method consumes less hardware overhead and avoids violent current switching which significantly benefits to luminous efficiency and life of LED device.
